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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
23 May 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
Subject: 	Monthly Contract Progress Reports Nos. 1 and 2 
covering the period 21 February through 20 April 1978 
Gentlemen: 
This letter report includes the first and second Monthly Contract 
Progress Reports under the referenced contract and covers the period 21 
February 1978 to 20 April 1978. 
During this report period, contract negotiations were essentially 
completed; the resulting effort has been designated as EES/GIT Project 
A-2115. Work under the referenced contract will be performed within the 
Systems and Antennas Branch, headed by Mr. N. T. Alexander, of the Systems 
and Techniques Laboratory. Dr. D. G. Bodnar will serve as Project Director. 
Final contract negotiations were completed on 6 March 1978 with a contractual 
starting date of 21 February 1978. 
Technical Progress  
During the period from 21 February to 20 April, an analysis of various 
antenna design alternatives for the cylindrical waveguide array such as 
broadwall vs. edge slots, coupling methods, frequency band, and feed horns 
was initiated. The results of this initial analysis will provide specific 
guidelines for the design of the cylindrical waveguide array antenna. 
Meetings  
A meeting was held at Georgia Tech on 12 April 1978 with Mr. John 
Hoffman and Mr. Richard Niski from Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, 
California and Mr. N. T. Alexander, Dr. D. G. Bodnar, Mr. B. A. Lafitte, 
and Mr. T. S. Craven from Georgia Tech in attendance. Various antenna con-
cepts were discussed. 
Future Work  
During the month of May, the weights of the alternative waveguide 
sizes and dielectric materials will be calculated to determine their impact 
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on the total antenna weight. Also the weights of equipment associated 
with the antenna such as feed horn, motor, and structural supports will be 
determined. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. . Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:jh 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
11 July 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468  
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Project Fund Expenditure Report No. 1 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the actual expenditures of funds and of labor 
on the above referenced contract during the period 2 February to 31 May 
1978. The total performance period for Phase I of this contract is 
2 February 1978 to 21 November 1978. 
Table I lists expenditures of contract dollars, Table II lists expend-
itures of contract man-hours, while Table III lists average labor costs. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. 'T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:jh 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
TABLE I 
EXPENDITURE OF CONTRACT FUNDS 
1. Authorized Cost 	 $93,773.00 
a. Labor Cost $48,264.00 
b. Other Cost 
	
45,509.00 
2. Expenditure for Reporting Period 
a. Labor Expenditures 	 3,674.41 
(1) 	Principal Research Engineer $ 88.01 
(ii) Senior Research Engineer 	574.86 
(iii) Research Engineer 	 2,614.53 
(iv) Asst Research Engineer 	72.23 
(v) Technicians/Draftsmen 231.83 
(vi) Machinists 	 0.00 
(vii) Student Assistants 	 84.38 
(viii) Secretarial/Clerical/Other 	8.57 
b. Other Expenditures 	 2,892.30 
6,566.71 
3. Expenditure to Date 
a. Labor Expenditures 
b. Other expenditures 
4. Funds Remaining 
a. Labor Funds 












Expended during reporting period 
5,167 
405 
a. Principal Research Engineer 5 
b. Senior Research Engineer 39 
c. Research Engineer 287 
d. Assistant Research Engineer 8 
e. Technicians/Draftsmen 46 
f. Machinists 0 
g. Student Assistants 18 
h. Secretarial/Clerical/Other 2 
3. Expended to date 405 
4. Labor remaining 4,762 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE LABOR COST FOR REPORTING PERIOD 
1. Principal Research Engineer $17.60 per hour 
2. Senior Research Engineer 14.74 per hour 
3. Research Engineer 9.11 per hour 
4. Assistant Research Engineer 9.03 per hour 
5. Technicians/Draftsmen 5.04 per hour 
6. Machinists 
7. Student Assistants 4.69 per hour 
8. Secretarial/Clerical/Other 4.29 per hour 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
11 July 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 3 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 21 April to 31 May 1978. 
Technical Progress  
During this past reporting period, candidate designs for X-band 
operation were analyzed. Using aluminum waveguide (.063" wall) the wave-
guide array alone was estimated to weigh 137 lbs. The additional weight 
of the drive mechanism, rotary joint, feedhorn and housing would push the 
weight to over 200 pounds. Because of this, ways of lightening the array 
are being considered. These include chemical milling and conventional 
machining. 
Additional problems are associated with feeding the X-band guide. 
The coaxial connections are expensive. Each coax assembly costs approxi- 
mately $15 for a total of $2,700 in material costs alone per system. These 
assemblies must be phase matched, which is a tedious task considering there 
are 180 assemblies. 
A study of the various waveguide alternatives for the antenna array 
was conducted during this reporting period. If the waveguide is too large 
then mutual coupling effects are severe in the azimuth plane while if the 
waveguide is too small then grating lobes occur in the elevation plane. 
Using broadwall slots in WR62 waveguide loaded with dielectric appears to 
be the best approach for X-band operation. A K u band system is also 
being considered because it will weigh less. 
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Future Work  
In the next report period other candidate designs such as using 
smaller guide, dielectric filling, and operating at a higher frequency 
will be considered. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. p. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:jh 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
9 August 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 4 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 June to 30 June 1978. 
Technical Progress  
Four basic antenna concepts were considered during the previous con-
tract. These included a spherical dielectric lens, an electronically 
scanned ferrite array, a rotating paraboloidal reflector, and a cylindrical 
array. The cylindrical array was chosen because (1) it can be made light-
weight and rugged, (2) it has a low rotating mass for its aperture size 
since only the feedhorn inside rotates, (3) it has no angular wind loading 
since it is circularly symmetric, and (4) it is versatile since, for example, 
it can generate multiple beams. Figure 1 is a drawing of the basic cylin-
drical array concept while Figure 2 shows a typical ray path through the 
array. Various design alternatives for the cylindrical array are presented 
in Figure 3 including type and location of slots, method of coupling, and 
feedhorn types. 
Having chosen the cylindrical waveguide array antenna, the next choice 
to be made was between narrow wall and broad wall slots. The broad wall 
slots would provide horizontal polarization (versus vertical polarization 
from edge slots), would require less metal weight but more dielectric weight 
than edge slots, and offer the possibility of using printed circuit board 
construction. An analysis was performed of the waveguide sizes which did 
not have severe mutual coupling problems and did not have grating lobes 
at X-band. The best candidates were WR112 using edge slots or dielectric 
loaded WR62 using broad wall slots. Because of the broad wall slot separa-
tion distance and the corresponding coupling problems, only edge slotted 
X-band guide could be used. The edge slotted guide would have to be fed 
by probes in the narrow wall. This type of probe is difficult to design 
electrically and to be implemented mechanically. The SMA connectors are 
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expensive and each unit would have to be matched and measured for phase 
changes. As a result, using edge slots has been discarded as a viable 
design. 
The best feed design alternatives for the array are the double-layer 
pillbox and the geodesic horn. A single-layer pillbox, shown in Figure 4, 
inherently has aperture block produced by the feed horn and, consequently, 
high sidelobes. The double-layer pillbox, shown in Figure 5, eliminates 
the feed blockages problem by placing the feed and the horn output aperture 
on different levels. The coupling of energy from the horn output aperture 
to the array is shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the double-layer pillbox and 
the geodesic horn, respectively. The current concept is to taper the wave-
guide dielectric into a wedge and to place this wedge at the output of the 
feedhorn. Energy will be coupled to the waveguides in this fashion. 
The mechanical analysis of the cylindrical array performed during the 
reporting period was based on various ways to reduce the weight of the entire 
antenna unit. The prototype cylindrical array used X-band waveguide. Using 
aluminum instead of copper for the waveguide in the final design, an X-band 
waveguide array would weigh 137 pounds. 
To reduce the coupling problems at X-band, an array was considered 
that used Ku-band waveguide but operated at X-band. The interior of the 
guide would be filled with a dielectric. Various methods were investigated 
to reduce the weight of the antenna. The standard Ku-band aluminum guide 
array was calculated to weigh 96 lb. To further reduce the waveguide weight, 
the waveguide could be thinned by a chemical etching process. The dielectric 
could be cast inside of the guide. An alternate method is to take the 
dielectric material, machined to the interior dimension of the waveguide, 
and electroless plate a thin layer of copper on the outside. The slots 
could be put in using photographic and etching techniques similar to the 
procedure used to etch the copper on printed circuit boards. Weight compar- 
isons for these alternatives are shown in Table I while fabrication techniques 
are given in Table II. 
The rotating feed could be produced by electroforming copper into the 
shape of the horn. To give the electroform enough structural integrity, a 
graphite composite could be bonded to the exterior of the electroform. The 
rotating feed would be a geodesic feed, as a double-layer pillbox is extremely 
difficult to build. The entire cylindrical array and feedhorn would be 
enclosed in a housing as shown in Figure 8 that would also contain the drive 
mechanism and dual channel rotary joint. The weight breakdown for the entire 
antenna is given in Table III. 
To reduce the overall size and weight, the idea is being considered of 
changing the operating frequency to Ku-band. That would mean using K-band 
waveguide. Weight comparisons for this alternative are given in Tables IV 
and V. Although the weight reductions were significant, there are no 
commercially-made, dual-channel, Ku-band rotary joints that will handle 
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the required power levels. A portion of the front end electronics, TWT, 
and modulator would have to be mounted on the rotating feedhorn. Since 
this would complicate the design while adding extra weight, the additional 
weight savings of using this proposed design is questioned. 
The above findings were presented to the sponsors at a meeting held 
at Georgia Tech on June 13, 1978. 
Future Work 
Plans are still being formulated to build up a small portion of the 
array for test purposes. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
f N. T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
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Figure 1. Basic cylindrical array concept. 
Figure 2. Typical ray paths through 
cylindrical array. 
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Figure 4. Single-layer pillbox feed. 
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SECTION A - A' 
Figure 7. Geodesic horn feeding waveguide end-on. 
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Figure 8. Conceptual drawing of waveguide 
cylindrical array. 
TABLE I 
WEIGHT COMPARISONS OF WAVEGUIDE PORTION OF THE ARRAY 
FOR X-BAND OPERATION 
1. X-band guide - no dielectric 
Std. 0.064" wall (alum.) 
2. Ku-band guide - with dielectric* 
Std. 0.040" wall (alum.) 
Thinned to 0.020" wall 
Plated 0.005" copper 
*Dielectric used: 











Electrical Discharge Machining 
Feedho rn  
Electroforming 
TABLE III 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN OF ENTIRE ANTENNA FOR X?-BAND OPERATION 
Waveguide Array 	 67 lb. 
Housing 	 60 lb. 
Drive System 	 25 lb. 
Geodesic Feedhorn 	 25 lb. 
TOTAL 	177 lb. 
TABLE IV 
WAVEGUIDE ARRAY WEIGHT COMPARISONS 
FOR ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION 
X-Band 	 Ku-Band 
Ku Guide Array 	K Guide Array 
(WR62) 	 (WR42) 
Std. 0.040" wall 
	
96 lb. 35 lb. 
Thinned to 0.020" 
	
70 lb. 	 25 lb. 
Plated 0.005" Cu 
	
67 lb. 	 23 lb. 
TABLE V 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR ALTERNATE OPERATING FREQUENCIES 
X-Band 	 Ku-Band 
	
Operation Operation 
Ku Guide Array 	K Guide Array  
Waveguide Array 	 67 lb. 	 23 lb. 
Housing 	 60 lb. 	 20 lb. 
Drive System 	 25 lb. 	 25 lb. 
Geodesic Feedhorn 	 25 lb. 	 10 lb. 
TOTAL 	177 lb. 	 78 lb. 
/1 - 2 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
7 August 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 
	
Monthly Progress Report No. 5 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 July to 31 July 1978. 
Technical Progress  
During the past month an extensive literature search has been performed 
to determine what information is available on the design of cylindrical 
array antennas. As a result of this survey, several phenomena peculiar to 
cylindrical arrays were discovered. 
First, creeping waves which travel around the cylinder and radiate 
energy in a direction tangent to the cylinder exist, Grating lobes are 
radiated from these creeping waves when the array is made up of uniformly 
spaced elements with element spacing greater than one half wavelength. 
The grating lobes can radiate energy in the direction of the main beam 
and cause destructive interference. These grating lobes are the cause of 
the nulls that have been observed in cylindrical array element patterns. 
The angular position of the nulls in the element patterns limits the portion 
of the cylinder that can effectively contribute to the main beam and there-
fore limits the effective area of the antenna. The location of these 
nulls can be theoretically predicted. They depend on the operating wave-
length and element spacing around the cylinder. 
Second, the deppr of the element pattern nulls becomes larger as kR 
decreases where k = -A-- and R is the radius of the cylinder. The creeping 
waves are attenuated as they travel around the cylinder. When kR is small, 
the wave has to travel less distance around the cylinder before a grating 
lobe appears in the direction of the main beam. 
Third, as a larger sector of the cylinder is illuminated, the efficiency 
of the elements near the edge of the sector is reduced considerably. In one 
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case reported in the literature, only a 1 dB increase in gain was realized 
when the illuminated sector of the cylinder was increased from 60 ° to 120° . 
Also, high side lobes at large angles appeared as the illuminated sector 
increased. The high side lobes were caused by the emergence of grating 
lobes in the locally planar portion of the array near the edge of the 
illumination sector. 
Presently an experimental partial array is being designed that will 
be used to measure element and array patterns for several different cylinder 
radii, illumination sectors, and element spacing. This will allow the 
phenomena discussed above to be studied, and will permit the design of the 
optimum array for the particular size and weight constraints required for 
the system under study. 
Future Work 
Fabrication of a small test array should begin during the next report-
ing period. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:jh 
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An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
J ITee Edwards 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
28 September 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 6 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 August to 31 August 1978. 
Technical Progress  
During the past month work was begun on the design of the experimental 
partial array that will be used to test the waveguide array element design 
of the actual cylindrical antenna. Several different designs will be tested 
to determine the optimum element spacing, illumination sector, frequencies 
and radius. Most of the work in the last month centered around developing 
a technique to feed the 40 to 50 elements in test array. Several modifica-
tions have been made to the pillbox feed that was used in the cylindrical 
array under the previous contract to try to make it suitable for feeding the 
new test array. Several tests are being performed on the modified feed to 
determine the amplitude and phase distribution it will provide to the elements 
of the test array. 
In a parallel effort, other feeding techniques are being investigated 
using strip line techniques or commercially available power divider networks. 
It may become necessary to use one of these techniques if the pillbox cannot 
be successfully modified to provide the proper amplitude and phase distribution, 
Future Work 
Fabrication of a small test array will continue during the next reporting 
period. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
4 October 1978' 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 7 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 September to 30 September 1978, 
Technical Progress  
During the past month it was determined that there are three separate 
aspects of the cylindrical array design problem that require further analyti-
cal and experimental study. These three areas of study are: 
1) the determination of the array element patterns in the cylindrical 
array environment; 
2) the design and testing of the linear waveguide slot arrays that 
will be used to make the columns of the cylindrical array; and 
3) the design and testing of a device that will be used to transition 
from the parallel plate feed structure to the dielectric loaded 
waveguide arrays. 
The materials necessary to build devices to perform all three of the above 
tasks have been specified and ordered. 
In the element pattern study, a test program has been developed that 
will investigate the design problems that are unique to cylindrical arrays. 
For this study, a partial cylindrical array will be built. The elements 
of this array will be short waveguide slot arrays made from WR62 waveguide 
loaded with a dielectric having a dielectric constant of 2.6. The parallel 
plate feed structure from the original cylindrical array has been modified 
to serve as the feed for this experiment. Both array patterns and array 
element patterns will be measured for several different frequencies and 
illumination sectors of the cylinder. From these experiments it will be 
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possible to determine the following important design information: 
1) the location of nulls in the element pattern caused by creeping 
waves on the cylindrical structure for several different element 
spacings or operating frequencies; 
2) the effective aperture of the cylindrical array for various sector 
illuminations. This will be used to determine the portion of the 
cylindrical that must be illuminated to obtain the desired main 
beam beamwidth; 
3) the defocusing effects of beam steering in the elevation plane. 
It was discovered in the previous study that as the main beam of 
a cylindrical array is steered away from the perpendicular to 
the axis of the cylinder, the phase relation between the adjacent 
elements in the azimuthal direction must change to maintain a 
collimated main beam. 
Work has started on the design of the linear slot arrays that will 
make up the rows of the cylindrical array. Computer programs have been 
developed to determine the slot spacing and displacement to give the desired 
array patterns in the elevation plane and to allow for the necessary frequency 
scanning. A small number of these waveguide arrays will be built and tested 
to confirm the design. 
Work is also underway on the problem of transitioning between the feed 
and the dielectric loaded waveguide. Several dielectric tapers have been 
designed and are presently being built. These devices will be tested and 
modified to obtain a suitable match between the feed and the waveguide ele-
ments before the final transition device is designed. 
Future Work  
Fabrication of a small test array will continue the next reporting period, 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. . Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:jh 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
6 December 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 8 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 October to 31 October 1978. 
Technical Progress  
During this last month, work was begun on an analysis task of the 
cylindrical phased array antenna. It was determined that in order to 
accurately design the array, an analytical model of the array was needed. 
The modeling was divided into three phases: (1) determining the function 
of the model, (2) generating the equations for the model and (3) implement-
ing the model on the digital computer. 
The first phase in generating the model was to determine the function 
of the model. A model was needed which would allow the evaluation of the 
antenna array element locations and excitations when given as inputs the 
desired far-field pattern of the complete array and the far-field pattern 
of a single array element located in the array environment (another part of 
the analysis task). The model is also to be used later as a check of any far-
field patterns generated by experimental prototypes of the antenna. This 
required the model to accurately predict the far-field patterns of the array 
when given the element locations and excitations as input. This completely 
defined the function of model. With the function of the model determined, the 
second phase was begun. 
The second phase of the modeling task was to generate equations which 
would describe the model. This phase of the task has just begun and will 
continue at least through the next reporting period. 
A key step in the design of an array antenna is the determination of the 
radiation pattern of an element of the array when the element is in the array 
environment. If this element pattern can be accurately determined, the effects 
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of mutual coupling between elements in the array are automatically accounted 
for. The element pattern analysis has been divided into two parts; the theo-
retical analysis and computer implementation of the theory to generate element 
patterns. 
During the past month a literature study was performed to determine what 
methods had been developed to analyze element patterns in cylindrical arrays. 
It was discovered that two approaches had been developed that were suitable 
for our application. These methods are the eigenexcitation method of Borgiotti 
and Balzano [1j and the phase sequence method of Sureau and Hessel [2]. Element 
patterns with the same characteristics are predicted by both methods. The 
phase sequence method provides more insight into the various phenomena unique 
to cylindrical systems. However, the eigenexcitation method is easier to 
implement on the digital computer for the type of array being studied here. 
Therefore, it was determined that the analysis would follow the general line 
of the eigenexcitation method. 
Modifications are being made to the cylindrical array of the preceding 
contract to allow placement of the new waveguide slotted elements for test. 
The parallel plate feed structure was modified and tested to insure that it 
will provide the proper amplitude and phase distribution to the new waveguide 
elements. 
Coaxial to dielectric loaded waveguide transitions and tapered dielectric 
waveguide transitions were designed and sent to the shop to be fabricated. A 
section that will be attached to the modified feed was designed to hold five 
waveguide tapered transitions. The waveguide pieces will be mounted in a 
fashion similar to the final configuration to examine the mutual coupling 
problem of adjacent elements at the transition point. 
Future Work  
Modeling of the overall array and fabrication of a small test array will 
continue the next reporting period. 
[1] Borgiotti G. V., and Balzano, Q., "Mutual Coupling Analysis of a Conformal 
Array of Elements on a Cylindrical Surface." IEEE Transaction on Antennas 
and Propagation, Vol. AP-18, No. 1, Jan. 1970. 
[2] Sureau J., and Hessel A., "Element Pattern for Circular Arrays of Waveguide -
Fed Axial Slits on a Large Conducting Cylinder," IEEE Transactions on 
Antennas and Propagation," Vol. AP-19, No. 1, Jan. 1971. 
Sincerely, 
D. G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
7 December 1978 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 9 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 November to 30 November 1978. 
Technical Progress  
It was determined that in order to accurately design the array, an 
analytical model of the array was needed. The model was divided into three 
phases: (1) determining the function of the model, (2) generating the 
equations for the model, and (3) implementing the model on the digital 
computer. The first phase of the modeling process was completed in October. 
The second and third phases were considered this last month. 
The second phase of the modeling task was to generate equations which 
would describe the model. The basis for the model was determined from the 
principle of superposition: that is, the far-field pattern for the complete 
array could be determined by summing the individual patterns of each array 
element. However, before the superposition principle could be applied, it 
was first necessary to transform the element patterns to a common coordinate 
system. This required equations which would rotate and translate each element 
pattern to the common coordinate system. Once in the common coordinate system, 
each element radiation pattern could be summed to form the array far-field 
pattern. Equations were generated to perform these operations. 
The third phase of the modeling task was to implement the model using the 
digital computer. The translation and rotation equations generated in the 
second phase have been programmed and checked. The computer model is presently 
being modified to handle the element far-field patterns which are being 
generated as another part of the analysis task. 
The computer programs to generate the radiation patterns of individual 
elements of the cylindrical array in the array environment have been developed. 
These programs will be used to study the effects of beam steering on the shape 
of the antenna pattern and the effects of various illumination sectors on 
beamwidth and side lobe levels. 
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Modifications mentioned last month have been accomplished on the old 
parallel plate feed to hold the test array elements. Some problems have 
come about in pouring dielectric into waveguide samples for the array 
elements, transition elements and coaxial to waveguide elements. It turns 
out that the hardening agent in the dielectric materials is inhibited by the 
presence of copper and that the material flows at temperatures of 160°F which 
could cause problems in machining. A new dielectric material has been ordered. 
A full scale drawing of the final antenna as it is currently envisioned is 
being made in order to get a quote from the Gamma-F Corporation that builds 
ultra-lightweight microwave components from graphite fiber epoxy composites. 
The geodesic feed horn is the main item on which a quote is desired. 
A no cost time extension to the contract was requested in a letter dated 
November 13, 1978 prosing extending the contract to March 31, 1979. 
Future Work 
Fabrication of components will begin as soon as the pourable dielectric 
problem can be solved. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
Approved: 
N. T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:am 
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ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
2 February 1979 
Commander 
Navel Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 
	
Monthly Progress Report No. 10 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 December to 31 December 1978. 
Technical Progress  
A briefing on the status of the project was given to Daniel Leonard 
of NOSC on December 15, 1978. An overview of EES operation was given by 
Berry Pyron, Lee Edwards, and Neal Alexander. Project results were 
presented by Doug Hatcher, Larry Corey, Jerome Barnes and Donald Bodnar. 
The computer model of the cylindical array is nearing completion. This 
model will be used to quantitatively analyze the performance achievable from 
various choices of physical parameters for the array. In this manner, the 
size of the array, the size of the illuminated sector and the illumination 
taper can be selected to achieve the desired beamwidth and sidelobe perform-
ance from the antenna. A number of calculations have been performed using 
this model and the results compare very well with data that appear in the 
literature. 
Critical portions of the array are being built to prove the feasibility 
of the planned design approaches. The design data obtained from this effort 
will be used in building the partial-array at the end of this phase of the 
program. The items being built are (1) coax to dielectrically loaded wave-
guide transitions, (2) dielectric wedges for a transition from the parallel 
plate region to the waveguide, and (3) slotted waveguide radiating sections. 
A pourable dielectric (Emerson & Cuming Stycast 35) has been tried during 
the past few months for filling the waveguide. This material. is inhibited 
from hardening by copper. This problem was eliminated by using aluminum 
waveguide. However, curing the Stycast so that it does not pull away from 
the waveguide walls is a problem. It appears that the Stycast 35 may not 
be satisfactory for this phase of the program and so Silastic materials and 
machined solid dielectric materials will be tried next. 
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A request for quotation was sent to Gamma-F Corporation to obtain a 
price for them to fabricate the geodesic feedhorn using their light-
weight carbon/graphite composites. 
Future Work  
Test sections will be fabricated using machined solid dielectrics such 
as Rexolite and Leman as well as Silastic materials (Dow Coring 184) during 
the next reporting period. 
Respectfully submitted, 




Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:am 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
5 February 1979 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Project Fund Expenditure Report No. 2 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the actual expenditures of funds and of labor 
on the above referenced contract during the period 1 June to 31 August 
1978. The total performance period for Phase I of this contract is 
2 February 1978 to 31. March 1979. 
Table I lists expenditures of contract dollars, Table II lists expendi-
tures of contract man-hours, while Table III lists average labor costs. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
APPROVED: 
N. T. -Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
• 
DGB:am 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
TABLE I 
EXPENDITURE OF CONTRACT FUNDS 
1. Authorized Cost 
a. Labor Costs 
b. Other Costs 
2. Expenditure for. Reporting Period 
a. Labor Expenditures 
(i) Principal Research Engineer 
(ii) Senior Research Engineer 
(iii) Research Engineer 
(iv) Asst Research Engineer 
(v) Technicians/Draftsmen 
(vi) Machinists 
(vii) Student Assistants 
(viii) Secretarial/Clerical/Other 
b. Other Expenditures 
3. Expenditure to Date 
a. Labor Expenditures 
b. Other Expenditures 
4. Funds Remaining 
a. Labor Funds 
























EXPENDITURE OF LABOR ON CONTRACT IN MAN-HOURS 
Authorized Labor 	 $ 5,167 
Expended During Reporting Period 	 1,177 
a. Principal Research Engineer 26 
b. Senior Research Engineer 77 
c. Research Engineer 572 
d. Assistant Research Engineer 9 
e. Technicians/Draftsmen 231 
f. Machinists 0 
g. Student Assistants 50 
h. Secretarial/Clerical/Other 212 
3. Expended to Date 1,582 




AVERAGE LABOR COST FOR REPORTING PERIOD 
Principal Research Engineer 	 $19.19 per hour 
Senior Research Engineer 	 17.37 per hour 
3. Research Engineer 10.62 per hour 
4. Assistant Research Engineer 6.30 per hour 
5. Technicians/Draftsmen 6.16 per hour 
6. Machinists 
7. Student Assistants 5.45 per hour 
8. Secretary/Clerical/Other 5.01 per hour 
/I C 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
5 February 1979 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Project Fund Expenditure Report No, 3 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the actual expenditures of funds and of labor 
on the above referenced contract during the period 1 September to 31 
December 1978. The total performance period for Phase I of this contract 
is 2 February 1978 to 31 March 1979, 
Table I lists expenditures of contract dollars, Table II lists expendi-
tures of contract man-hours, while Table III lists average labor costs. 
Part of the Labor Funds in Table I are being used for personnel services 
for the Lockheed Lend Program. This has caused the Other Funds to be listed 
as negative. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald G. Bodnar 
Project Director 
APPROVED: 
N. T. Alexander 
Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:am 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
TABLE 
EXPENDITURE OF CONTRACT FUNDS 
1. Authorized Cost 
a. Labor Cost 
b. Other Cost 
2. Expenditure for Reporting Period 
a. Labor Expenditures 
(i) Principal Research Engineer 
(ii) Senior Research Engineer 
(iii) Research Engineer 
(iv) Asst Research Engineer 
(v) Technicians/Draftsmen 
(vi) Machinists 
(vii) Student Assistants 
(viii) Secretarial/Clerical/Other 
b. Other Expenditures 
3. Expenditure to Date 
a. Labor Expenditures 
b. Other Expenditures 
4. Funds Remaining 
a. Labor Funds 
























EXPENDITURE OF LABOR ON CONTRACT IN MAN-HOURS 
Authorized Labor 
Expended During Reporting Period 
5,167 
1,704 
a. Principal Research Engineer 43 
b. Senior Research Engineer 271. 
c. Research Engineer 572 
d. Assistant Research Engineer 3 
e. Technicians/Draftsmen 382 
f. Machinists 146 
g. Student Assistants 280 
h. Secretarial/Clerical/Other 7 
3. Expended to Date 3,286 
4. Labor Remaining 1,881 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE LABOR COST FOR REPORTING PERIOD 
1. Principal Research Engineer $20.88 per hour 
2. Senior Research Engineer 18.80 per hour 
3. Research Engineer 11.71 per hour 
4. Assistant Research Engineer 7.10 per hour 
5. Technicians/Draftsmen 5.85 per hour 
6. Machinists 8.54 per hour 
7. Student Assistants 4.47 per hour 
8. Secretarial/Clerical/Other 4.93 per hour 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
5 February 1979 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 11 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 January to 31 January 1979. 
Technical Progress  
Testing continued during this reporting period on using pourable dielectrics 
for filling the waveguides for the test array that is to be built during this 
phase of the program. Vacuum degassing techniques were tried to reduce the number 
of voids in the dielectric and slow curing techniques were tried to reduce the 
shrinkage of the material. These techniques have been only moderately success-
ful. A Silastic material (Dow Coring 184) was also tried as the dielectric. 
This material completely fills the waveguide and does not have voids. However, 
it is difficult to machine since it moves away from the cutter. Solid dielectrics 
have been successfully machined and slid into short sections (3 inches long) of 
waveguide. Consequently, further use of the pourable or of the Salistic material 
has been discontinued during this phase of the program. 
SMA coax to QTR-60 waveguide adapters have been built using Lexan as the 
loading material in the waveguide. Lexan was selected for the initial tests 
since it was already available at EES. Return loss measurements were made with 
two transitions back-to-back and with one transition looking into a matched load 
in the Lexan. The probe depth and the distance from the probe to the short in 
the transition were varied during a number of measurements and return loss 
recorded for each case. These two dimensions were varied until the return loss 
was reduced to about 20dB. This is about the value of return loss obtained with 
a matched SNA coaxial load. Thus, the impedance of the transition had been 
matched as well as the experimental setup would allow. This data will be used 
to design SMA to UR-62 transitions with Rexolite as the loading dielectric. 
Rexolite is being tested since it is a lower loss material than Lexan. 
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The pyramidal shaped dielectric transition from waveguide to the parallel 
plate region are nearly ready. Lexan is being use in these initial units 
and Rexolite will be used in the later units. 
Future Work  
The pyramidal shaped tapers will tested next month as soon as they are 
received from the Georgia Tech shop. Drawings have been sent to the shop for 
the first cut design on the slotted waveguide radiation section. Broadwall 
slots will be used in a Rexolite loaded WR 762 waveguide, 
Respectfully submitted, 




Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
Systems and Techniques Laboratory 
DGB:am 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
26 April 1979 
Commander 
Naval Ocean Systems Center 
San Diego, California 92152 
Attention: Mr. Richard M. Niski, Code 4232 
Reference: Contract N00123-78-C-0468 
"360 Degree Scanning Antenna Development" 
Subject: 	Monthly Progress Report No. 12 
Gentlemen: 
This report summarizes the work performed under the above referenced 
contract during the period 1 February to 28 February 1979. 
Technical Progress  
The pyramidal shaped tapers have been received from the Georgia 
Tech shop and are being tested. The long tapers provide an excellent 
match between the parallel plate region and the dielectrically loaded 
waveguide. Currently, effort is being devoted to reducing the length 
of the taper and to blunting its end to provide a more compact device. 
Antenna pattern measurements have been made on a dielectrically 
loaded, slotted waveguide test section. The desired beamwidth was 
obtained from the array, but sidelobes and input VSWR were higher than 
planned. A second design will be used to try and improve these latter 
parameters. 
Meetings  
A presentation was made at NOSC on February 15, 1979 by D. G. Bodnar 
and L. E. Corey. A summary of the program was given, and the proposed 
Phase II antenna was presented and discussed. 
,. 
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Future Work  
The final report is being written. Plans are under way to test 
the partial array mock up when slotted array sections are built. 
Respectfully submitted, 




Head, Systems and Antennas Branch 
Antennas and Countermeasures Division 
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ABSTRACT 
A design study has been performed for a lightweight, cylindrical 
array antenna for a hostile-mortar-locating radar system. A mathematical 
model of the array was developed which permitted tradeoff studies to be 
made of various array parameters. Data computed using the model compared 
very well with experimental and other theoretical data. Critical com-
ponents of the array were built and tested and shown to perform satis-
factorily, and a design for the array was developed for operation at 
Ku-band frequencies. The antenna beam is capable of scanning 360 ° in 
azimuth and from +3° to +6 ° in elevation, and the estimated weight of 
the entire antenna is 78 pounds. The proposed antenna comprised (a) 
a cylindrical radiating structure composed of broadwall slots in 
dielectrically-loaded rectangular waveguide, (b) dielectric wedge 
transitions from dielectrically-loaded waveguide to parallel plates, 
and (c) a rotating geodesic lens for collimation of the feedhorn energy 
and scanning of the far-field beam. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Under this program personnel of the Systems and Antennas Branch of 
the Engineering Experiment Station (EES) at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology have conducted a design study for the Naval Ocean Systems 
Center (NOSC) of a 360 0 scanning antenna for use in a lightweight hostile-. 
mortar-locating radar system. The basic characteristics that this 
system must have are: (1) the total radar system must be suitable for 
separation into a number of pieces whose size and weight are commensurate 
with amphibious landings of individual Marines and (2) the system must 
provide a high enough degree of measurement accuracy so that counterfire 
can neutralize a hostile mortar. Several competing antenna concepts for 
this application were examined under a previous effort by EES [1], and 
a cylindrical array of waveguides with an electromechanical feed was 
recommended as the best approach. This report summarizes the results 
of a design study of the cylindrical array approach recommended by the 
preceeding program. Under a companion contract [2], EES examined the 
radar aspects of the system. 
Several element designs were considered during the study reported 
herein from both an electrical and a mechanical point of view. The most 
promising element was designed, fabricated, and tested. Other components 
that are critical to the successful performance of the antenna were also 
built and tested. All tests indicated that the proposed approaches would 
permit the desired performance to be obtained from the antenna. 
A. Selection of Major Components  
The study performed under this contract was limited to a small, 
lightweight cylindrical array antenna as determined from the previous 
study. The major components of this array are the following: 
1. rotary joint 
2. primary feed 
3. feed collimator 
4. parallel plate-to-waveguide transitions 
5. dielectrically-loaded slotted waveguide arrays 
6. waveguide terminations 
1 
A number of design approaches are available for each of these components. 
The selection process used in arriving at the final proposed configuration 
will be discussed next. The various design alternatives are shown in 
Figure 1. The radiating elements in the array can, for example, either 
be broadwall or edge slots. The slots in the broadwall case can either 
be continuous or discrete and formed out of either dielectrically loaded 
waveguide or printed circuit board. Coupling of the energy from the feed 
to the waveguides can be achieved by a number of techniques including 
end-on coupling and sidewall coupling. Several methods are available for 
collimating the energy incident on the cylindrical array of waveguides so 
that a collimated beam is formed in azimuth. These include a geodesic 
horn or a parabolic pillbox. 
1. Waveguide Elements  
An edge slot array consists of a series of waveguides with the broad-
wall of the waveguide stacked one beside the other as shown in Figure 2. 
Slots are cut in the outer narrow wall of the waveguide and typically wrap 
around into the broadwall sides of the waveguide. The edge slot array was 
discarded because of several problems that exist with its design. 	First 
of all the waveguides must be close together in order to obtain a reason-
able active element pattern. The wrapped-around portion of the slot will 
be close to the wall of the next waveguide, and so the slot may be cut off. 
In addition, this array will be heavier since more waveguides are involved 
than in a broadwall slot array. Also there are problems in feeding wave-
guides with this orientation from the parallel plate structure which will 
be used to collimate the energy incident on the waveguides. For all of 
these reasons the edge slot array was discarded. 
A printed circuit board technique can also be used for producing the 
radiating portion of cylindrical array. Individual dipole elements could 
be etched on a printed circuit board and each fed by coaxial cables. 
Alternately, slots could be etched in the surface to create a slotted 
waveguide array. Such a structure can be very lossy at X- or Ku-band 
and there are also problems in plating through the printed circuit board 
to make the sidewalls of the waveguide for this structure. Consequently, 
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Figure 1. Alternative Design Concepts for Cylindrical Array. 
Figure 2. Cylindrical Array Composed of Edge Slots in 
Rectangular Waveguide. 
Figure 3, Cylindrical Array Composed of Broadwall Slots 
in Rectangular Waveguide. 
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A broadwall slotted array, depicted in Figure 3, consists of a group 
of waveguides forming a cylinder with the narrow walls of the waveguides 
touching one another. Fewer waveguides are involved in forming the 
cylindrical surface in this approach than with an edge wall slotted 
array. Hence, this approach will be lighter than an edge slot array. 
Losses in this structure will be less than for a printed circuit board 
array, and it is also easier to obtain a broadband coupling between the 
feeding structure and the waveguides for broadwall slot arrays than it 
is for the printed circuit board array or for the edge slot array. For 
these reasons it was decided that a broadwall slotted array structure was 
the best approach for this application. 
As will be shown in Chapter III, dielectric loading is required in 
the waveguides to reduce their physical size. The size reduction permits 
the waveguides to be moved closer together and thus prevent grating lobes 
from being formed. The dielectric loading allows energy which would other-
wise be cut off to propogate in the waveguide. 
2. Feed and Azimuth Collimating System  
The primary feed for the array will be a horn. Energy from this horn 
must be collimated in the horizontal plane to produce the proper excitation 
of the waveguide elements on the cylindrical surface of the array. As shown 
in Figure 1, there are several ways of accomplishing this collimation. 
Figures 4 - 6 illustrate the principal collimation techniques. The single-
layer pillbox shown in Figure 4 is equivalent to a slice through a para-
boloidal antenna. Energy is radiated by the feedhorn, reflected by the 
parabola back toward the cylinder, and finally coupled into the slots in 
the cylinder. This approach suffers from aperture blockage produced by 
the feed which in turn creates high azimuth sidelobes. This effect was 
observed in the antenna built under the previous contract [1]. To remedy 
this problem, either a double-layer pillbox as shown in Figure 5 or a 
geodesic lens as shown in Figure 6 can be used to replace the single-layer 
pillbox. Energy reflected by the near parabolic barrier in the double-
layer pillbox is directed to a second parallel plate region thus avoiding 
blockage from the feed. This structure was examined mechanically and 
electrically. Although it can be designed electrically there is a problem 















Figure 4. Single-layer Pillbox Feed. 
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Figure 6 . Geodesic Horn Feeding Waveguide End-on. 
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is basically a flat plate which must span the entire diameter of the 
cylinder. Considerable weight must be added to prevent this member 
from vibrating excessively. Since a light-weight antenna is mandatory 
for this application, the double-layer pillbox was abandoned. 
A geodesic lens is formed by making a bulge in a parallel plate 
structure so that central rays through the lens are delayed relative to 
those passing through the edge of the lens. By proper selection of 
dimensions, an equal path-length device is produced that is very broad-
band. EES has built many geodesic lenses in a number of shapes and so 
does not anticipate any problems with building this device. The geodesic 
lens does not suffer from aperture blockage since energy passes through 
it only once. In addition it does not have the weight problem of a double-
layer pillbox since it is a single-layer structure. Finally the bulge in 
the metal adds structural rigidity to the parallel plates. For all these 
reasons, the geodesic lens was selected as the azimuth collimating device. 
3. Parallel Plate to Waveguide Transition 
The coupling of energy from the parallel plate region into the 
waveguides is a major design area. The design is compounded by the 
fact that the waveguides are dielectrically loaded. One method for 
performing this coupling is shown in Figure 7 and involves using 
coaxial probes and cables to join the two regions. The coaxial connec-
tions are expensive. Each coax assembly costs approximately $15 for a 
total of $2,700 in material costs alone per system. These assemblies 
must be phase matched, which is a tedious task considering there are 
about 180 assemblies. 
Figure 6 shows an alternate coupling scheme. The dielectric in the 
waveguide is extended out of the waveguide in the form of a wedge. These 
wedges are then placed in the parallel plate region. The wedge creates 
an impedance match between the parallel plate region and the dielectrically 
loaded waveguide region. This is the recommended approach and experimental 
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Figure 7. Basic Cylindrical Array Concept. 
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4. Weight  
A preliminary mechanical design was performed for the antenna and 
a weight estimate made. The frequency of operation was X-band and Rexolite 
loaded Ku-band waveguide was assumed for the waveguide array elements. 
Since NOSC desired that the entire antenna weight be 100 pounds or less, 
various fabrication techniques were considered for reducing the weight 
of the array including chemical milling of the waveguide walls, electroless 
plating, photo etching and electrical discharge machining. If just the 
waveguide elements that form the cylindrical surface of the array are 
considered, then the weights shown in Table I are obtained. If standard 
0.040 inch thick aluminum wall waveguide is used, then the weight of the 
waveguide elements alone is 96 lbs. (including the weight of the dielectric). 
If the waveguide walls are thinned to 0.020 inch by one of the above tech-
niques, the weight is reduced to 70 lbs. Finally if the dielectric is 
simply plated with 0.005 inch thick copper, the weight is reduced to 
67 pounds. 
Thus, using the lightest fabrication technique for the radiating 
array structure and estimating the weight of the other components of 
the antenna gives a total weight for the antenna of 177 pounds as shown 
in Table II. Examination of the various design alternatives for reducing 
this weight suggested that only very expensive fabrication techniques would 
reduce this weight substantially. 
The only feasible way to reduce the weight under the 100 pound design 
weight for the antenna was to change the frequency of operation so as to 
reduce the size of the antenna. Discussions with the sponsor suggested 
that Ku-band frequency operation would be an accpetable operating frequency 
range. Table I shows that the weight of the cylindrical portion of the 
array is reduced from 67 pounds to 23 pounds for the 0.005 inch copper 
plated dielectric when the operating frequency is changed from X to Ku-
band. The overall weight of the antenna is reduced from 177 pounds to 
78 pounds as seen in Table II. Thus, the most feasible way to keep the 
weight of the antenna under 100 pounds is to change the frequency of 
operation to Ku-band. Hence, for the remainder of the program, the 
frequency of operation was assumed to be in Ku-band. Figure 8 shows the 
estimated weight variation of the entire Ku-band antenna as a function 
of antenna diameter. 
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TABLE I 
WAVEGUIDE ARRAY WEIGHT COMPARISONS 
FOR ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION 
X-Band 	 Ku-Band 
Ku Guide Array 	K Guide Array 
(WR62) 	 (WR42) 
Std. 0.040" wall 
	
96 lb. 	 35 lb. 
Thinned to 0.020" 
	
70 lb. 	 25 lb. 
Plated 0.005" Cu 
	
67 lb. 	 23 lb. 
TABLE II 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR ALTERNATE OPERATING FREQUENCIES 
	
X-Band 	 Ku-Band 
Operation Operation 
Ku Guide Array 	K Guide Array  
Waveguide Array 	 67 lb. 	 23 lb. 
Housing 	 60 lb. 	 20 lb. 
Drive System 	 25 lb. 	 25 lb. 
Geodesic Feedhorn 	 25 lb. 	 10 lb. 
Total 	177 lb. 	 78 lb. 
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ARRAY DIAMETER - INCHES 
Figure 8. Estimated Weight Versus Antenna Diameter for Complete Ku-band, 
Cylindrical Array. 
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B. Description of Selected Antenna  
The basic geometry of the cylindrical array configuration selected 
after the preceeding considerations is shown in Figure 9. It consists 
of a primary feedhorn illuminating a geodesic lens which in turn illumi-
nates 	the cylindrical array structure. Energy is coupled from the 
output of the parallel plate structure of the geodesic lens into the 
individual waveguides by means of dielectric wedges extending out from the 
waveguides. Energy is radiated from the waveguides to free space through 
broadwall slots cut in the rectangular waveguides. The antenna beam is 
scanned in azimuth by rotating the primary feed and the geodesic lens 
as a unit. Scanning in elevation is accomplished by changing the 
frequency of the transmitter. A traveling wave design is required for 
the radiating waveguides since frequency scanning (by changing the trans-
mitter frequency) will be used to produce elevation scanning. A portion 
of the energy in the waveguide must be dissipated in a load at the top 
of each waveguide because a traveling wave array design is used. This 
can be accomplished either with a waveguide load or a coaxial load. 
Figure 9 shows a coaxial load since it produces a more compact structure. 
Table III lists the performance expected from the final antenna. 
In Chapter II of this report the major components of the array are 
described in more detail. The results of a theoretical study on selecting 
the parameters for the radiating structure are presented in Chapter III, 
and experimental data on critical array components and on a partial mock-up 
















PARALLEL PLATE REGION 
Figure 9. Illustration of Cylindrical Array Configuration. 
Table III 
Estimated Performance of 
Complete Cylindrical Array Antenna 
Frequency 	 16 GHz 
Gain 	 33 dBi 
Beamwidth 
Az 	 3 ° 
El 3 ° 
Sidelobes 
Az 	 22 dB 
El 22 dB 
Scan Sector 
Az 	 360 ° 
El 3 ° to 6 ° 
Az Scan Rate 	 6 rps max. 
Freq. Change 700 MHz 
for El scan 
Transmitter Power 	 100 KW max. peak 
Tracking 
Az 	 Monopulse (or Beam Splitting) 
El Lobe Switching 
Weight 	 100 lbs. max. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF CYLINDRICAL ARRAY 
A general illustration of the proposed cylindrical array is shown 
in Figures 9 - 11, and the reasons for selecting this geometry were 
given in Chapter I. The primary components that constitute this 
array are the following: a rotary joint, a primary feed, a geodesic 
lens collimator, dielectric wedge transitions, slotted waveguides, 
and coaxial loads. A dual-mode hybrid tee forms the primary feed 
for the antenna. It permits azimuth-plane monopulse sum and differ-
ence antenna patterns to be formed thus improving the azimuth 
accuracy of the system. A dual-channel rotary joint connects the two 
ports of the hybrid to the transmitter and receiver package which is 
located external to the antenna shown in Figure 10. 
A general description of antenna operation from a transmit point 
of view is as follows. Energy from the feed enters a parallel plate 
structure in which a geodesic lens or fold is located. This lens 
converts the spherical wave from the hybrid into a plane wave. This 
plane wave travels through the remainder of the parallel plate region 
and is channelled through dielectric wedge transitions into the bottom 
of the dielectrically-loaded rectangular waveguides that make up the 
cylindrical surface. The radiating aperture of the antenna consists of 
the slots cut in the broadwall of the rectangular waveguides. Each 
waveguide is terminated at its upper end with a coaxial load. 
The waveguide array and the dielectric wedges shown in Figure 10 
and 11 are stationary. The parallel plates, geodesic horn, hybrid and 
the rotary joint all rotate as a unit. This rotation scans the antenna 
beam in azimuth. Elevation scanning of the beam is accomplished by 
changing the frequency of the transmitter. In Table III are listed the 
expected performance from the proposed antenna system; most of these 
specifications were established by NOSC. 
In the following sections of this chapter, each of the major com-
ponents of the antenna is described in more detail and problems associated 
with cylindrical array design are discussed. Experimental data on some 
of these items are given in Chapter IV while tradeoffs in the array 
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Figure II. Antenna Feed System. 
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A. Rotary Joint  
The rotary joint will be a dual-channel Ku-band joint specifically 
tuned for the frequency band of 16.3 to 16.9 GHz. It must handle full 
waveguide power while rotating at speeds up to 600 rpm. The two outputs 
of the rotary joint are connected by waveguide runs to an H-Plane 
Folded Hybrid Tee which forms the azimuth-plane monopulse sum and 
difference patterns. 
B. Feed Horn and Azimuth-Plane Collimation  
The H-Plane Folded Hybrid Tee feeds a flat, H-plane, sectoral horn 
as shown in Figure 12. The horn consists of parallel plates spaced 0.311 
inches apart in the vertjcal plane and extending approximately 19.5 inches 
out from the tee. The side walls of the horn diverge from the center of the 
tee to the aperture at which they are approximately 16.5 inches apart. 
Located in the horn flare region is a geodesic fold (or lens) which will 
collimate the energy coming out of the sectoral horn. This type of lens 
has been built previously by EES and therefore poses no special problems 
in design or fabrication. 
C. Transitions  
The transfer of energy from the sectoral horn to each waveguide in 
the circular array is a significant problem. One method for accomplishing 
this transfer is with coaxial probes and cables. A set of coaxial probes 
could be equally spaced around the circumference of the parallel-plate 
structure which is fed by the rotating sectoral horn. The probes would 
couple energy from the sectoral horn into coaxial lines and then to 
another set of probes which would feed the waveguide array elements. 
Energy would thus be fed from the horn, through a probe in the parallel 
plates, into a coaxial cable, and then through a probe into the desired 
waveguide. This approach is conceptually simple but requires a large 
number of parts,all of which have to be carefully matched. 
Another approach would be to couple the energy for the sectoral 
horn into each waveguide. Since each waveguide is filled with a 
dielectric, a transition could be made by extending the dielectric out 




H-Plane Sectoral Horn 
Geodes 'c Fold 
Figure 12. Feed Horn 
sectoral horn (similar to a poly-rod antenna). The energy from the horn 
would then be coupled into the extended dielectric and thence into the 
waveguide. The primary problem with this method is that very little 
information about such a probe arrangement is available in the literature. 
After considering both possibilities, the dielectric transition 
method was chosed to couple energy from the sectoral horn into the 
waveguides. These transitions should be simpler to design and fabricate 
in quantity and should result in a reduction in cost and weight. 
D. Waveguide Arrays  
Waveguide arrays can be either traveling or standing wave arrays. 
A traveling wave array is dictated for this application since frequency 
scanning will be used to move the antenna beam in elevation. As discussed 
in Section I, broadwall slots are required for this application. Wide 
slots should be used to improve the bandwidth of the antenna. 
The waveguides must be dielectrically loaded in order to reduce 
their size and thus reduce grating lobes (see Chapter III). Special 
size waveguide can be extruded for the final array; however, it is more 
cost effective to use conventional size waveguide for the demonstration 
purposes of the study. 
E. Termination 
A small portion of the energy in the waveguide arrays must be 
dissipated in a load at the end of the waveguide (this is the case in 
all traveling wave arrays). This prevents a secondary beam from being 
formed due to reflection from the end of the waveguide. Two types of 
loads can be used: a waveguide load inside the waveguide itself or 
an external coaxial load connected by a coax-to-waveguide adapter to 
the waveguide. The waveguide load has the advantage of being made 
integrally with the waveguide while the coaxial load must be attached 
separately. Each requires a special design due to the dielectric loading 
used in the waveguide. 
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F. Characteristics of Cylindrical Arrays 
A great deal of theoretical analysis and experimental study has 
been performed on planar array antennas. Some of this work can be directly 
applied to the study of cylindrical arrays; however, there are some 
special phenomena that must be considered in the design of cylindrical 
arrays that have no counterpart in planar array analysis. These special 
problems will be discussed in this section. 
1. Element Pattern Nulls  
As is the case with planar arrays, the radiation pattern of one 
element of the array operating in the array environment is the basic 
building block of the cylindrical array analysis (see Figure 13). If 
the pattern of an element in the array environment can be determined, 
all effects of mutual coupling and interference between elements are 
accounted for automatically. The shape of the element pattern is of 
particular importance in cylindrical arrays because, unlike the planar 
array case, each element of the cylindrical array contributes energy to 
a given far-field point from a different direction in its pattern. As 
an example, three elements of a cylindrical array and their element 
patterns are illustrated in Figure 14. Elements B and C of Figure 14 
cannot contribute as effectively as element A to formation of a main beam 
in the direction shown since not as much energy is radiated in that 
direction from these elements. Therefore, if the far-field pattern of a 
cylindrical array is to be accurately determined, the element pattern for 
an element in that particular array environment must be accurately known. 
Figure 15 shows the calculated element pattern of an isolated element 
on a conducting cylinder. This pattern radiates energy with essentially 
equal efficiency to angles up to +70 ° and would be ideally suited for use 
in cylindrical array. Unfortunately, the shape of the element pattern 
changes considerably when the element of this figure is placed in the array 
enviornment. Figure 16 shows the effect of the other elements in the array 
on the element pattern for three different values of element spacings. The 
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Figure 13. Cylindrical Waveguide Slot Array Antenna. 
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Direction of Main Beam 
Figure 14. Illustration of Element Patterns on a Cylindrical Surface. 
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Figure 15. 	Calculated radiation pattern for a single thin 
axial slot in a 36-inch diameter perfectly con-
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Figure 16. Computed (by NELC) power patterns of a single 
energized element in an equally spaced array 
of slots on a conducting cylinder. Element 
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Figure 17. Comparison of computed (by NELC) element patterns 
for different slot spacings on a conducting cylinder. 
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occurring between 20 and 30 degrees from boresight and ripples in the 
main beam area. It can be seen from Figure 17 that the location of the 
nulls moves toward the beam center as the element spacing is increased. 
Also, the depth of the ripples in the main beam area increases with 
increased element spacing. 
The element patterns nulls are caused by the interference between 
the radiating fields from the elements of the array with those of a 
creeping wave that propagates around the cylinder and radiates energy 
in a direction tangent to the cylinder [3]. When periodically spaced 
elements are present on the cylinder, grating lobes that are created 
in the creeping wave interfere with the fields radiated from the elements. 
The element pattern nulls have a serious effect on the performance of the 
array. As seen from Figure 18 the nulls limit the portion of the cylinder 
that can be effectively used at any one time. Elements having nulls 
pointing in the direction of the main beam cannot contribute energy 
into the main beam area even if they are properly phased. Therefore, 
all the energy radiated by elements beyond (I) 	of Figure 18 go into 
max 
forming undesirable sidelobes. 
It was seen from Figure 17 that the location of the element pattern 
nulls can be controlled by the spacing between elements. It is very 
important in the design of a cylindrical array that the sector of the 
cylinder which is illuminated and the element spacing be chosen so that 
the maximum illumination angle 
(IDmax 
of Figure 18 is not exceeded. 
2. Aperture Projection 
Many techniques are available for determing the aperture size and 
amplitude distribution (taper) required to obtain a certain far-field 
pattern from an antenna. These techniques can be applied to cylindrical 
array antennas; however, the aperture with the desired size and taper is 
not on the surface of the cylinder, but is the aperture projected on a 
plane in front of the cylinder. Figure 19 illustrates the projected 
aperture from a cylindrical array. 
29 
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Figure 19. Projected Aperture from Cylindrical Array. 
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In designing a cylindrical array to have a particular beamwidth and 
sidelobe level, the following factors must be considered before the proper 
cylindrical aperture size and amplitude tapers can be determined: 
1) A given area on the surface of a cylinder projects a smaller 
area on a planar surface. 
2) A given amplitude taper on the surface of a cylinder does not 
map into the same taper on a plane. 
3) Uniformly spaced elements on a cylinder do not project as uniformly 
spaced elements on a plane. The elements appear as if they are 
bunched toward the edges. 
4) The shape of the element pattern affects the amplitude taper 
since each element radiates with a different efficiency in the 
direction of the main beam. 
3. Grating Lobes  
It has been observed both theoretically and experimentally that grating 
lobes can appear in cylindrical arrays if the proper relationship between 
the element spacing and illumination sector is not maintained. There are 
two causes for this phenomenon. 
First, as was discussed in Section II-B, if the illumination sector 
is so large that elements are excited beyond 
Omax' the energy from these 
elements can only contribute to increasing the sidelobe levels. 
Second, a grating load situation can occur as seen in Figure 20, 
due to the formation of locally planar array grating lobes. The elements 
near the edge of the array behave much like locally planar arrays. They 
must be phase scanned away from their local boresight to contribute to 
the main beam as shown. If the spacing between elements is greater than 
.5 A, grating lobes in these locally planar arrays will occur when the 
steering angle becomes large enough (that is, when the illuminated sector 
is too large). These local grating lobes will contribute to the formation 
of high sidelobes at large angles in the array far-field pattern. There-
fore, careful consideration of the maximum illumination sector and element 









Figure 20. Local Grating Lobes on a Cylindrical Array. 
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. Defocus of Main Beam with Elevation Steering  
A planar phased array antenna can be scanned in elevation by changing 
the relative phase between adjacent rows of elements in the array. In 
contrast, to scan a cylindrical array antenna in elevation requires that 
both the relative phasing between adjacent rings of elements and the 
relative phase between individual elements on a ring to be changed 
(see Figure 21). 
The feed system for the cylindrical array discussed in this report 
will be geodesic lens which has a fixed amplitude taper. The individual 
slotted waveguide arrays which constitute the cylindrical radiating 
structure will be designed to focus the main beam at one fixed elevation 
angle, e 0 . If the beam is frequency scanned to another elevation  angle,0 l, a 
phase error in the excitation of the elements will result. This is not a 
problem for small scan angles away from the boresight angle 0
o
. However, 
if the beam is scanned several beamwidths away from 
o , the main beam 
will become defocused because of the phase excitation error. A more 
complete analysis of this phenomenon can be found in the Appendix. 
G. Design Procedure for Cylindrical Arrays  
An investigation of cylindrical phased array antennas has revealed 
a number of interesting problems which must be considered (see Chapters 
II-A through II-F). These problems fall primarily into two categories: 
those amenable to experimental analysis and those amenable to theoretical 
analysis. Many of the problems discussed in Chapter II-A through II-B 
are more easily addressed from an experimental standpoint. 
The problems discussed in Chapters II-A through II-E deal with the 
individual parts of the array. Consider for example the waveguide ter-
minations. The assumption is made that the waveguides are perfectly 
matched resulting in no reflections from the termination. If this is to 
be true, the termination mismatch problem must be individually analyzed. 
The most direct approach in analyzing the problem is to build and test a 
termination and then vary its physical parameters until an acceptable match 
is achieved. Once this is accomplished, the termination can then be placed 
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Figure 21. Coordinate System for Beam Steering of Main Beam. 
into the overall array design as a functioning part of the system. Since 
many other parts of the array require similar experimental analysis 
techniques, a separate chapter has been included in which these problems 
are discussed and analyzed (see Chapter IV). 
In Chapter II-F are discussed problems which are more easily addressed 
from a theoretical viewpoint. These problems deal with such things as the 
optimum number of elements, the radius of the cylindrical array, the taper 
of the excitations and the defocus of the main beam. The cost effective 
approach in analyzing these problems is by mathematical modeling. Each 
individual part of the array is modeled. Assumptions are made that each 
part of the array has been accurately designed and that it is functioning 
properly (i.e., transitions and termination are perfectly matched, waveguide 
lens and radiating slots are generating exact tapers, etc.). The individual 
models are then put together to form a complete mathematical model of 
the array. 	Since this model assumes ideal conditions, it must be calibrated. 
Figure 22 shows an outline of the design and caibration procedure which is 
used to calibrate the mathematical array model. 
The first step of the design and calibration procedure shows theoretical 
data which is fed into the Mathematical Array Model. The input data in-
cludes the following: the total number of array elements; the location of 
each element; the excitation of each element; and the far-field pattern for 
a single element embedded in the array environment. The mathematical model 
processes the input data and produces a far-field pattern. By studying the 
far-field pattern as a function of variations in the input parameters, 
a set of design curves can be generated. The next step is to build a 
prototype of the partial array (Experimental Array Model) from the design 
curves. This simply entails putting the individual parts together to 
meet the mathematical design requirements. Once built, the prototype 
is then used to generate experimental far-field data to compare with the 
theoretical far-field data generated by the mathematical model. This 
comparison allows the mathematical model to be calibrated to increase its 
accuracy. With this complete, the mathematical model is then ready to 
be used as a tool in the final array design. Development of the Mathe-











Figure 22. Outline of Mathematical Model Calibration Procedure. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL ARRAY MODEL 
The design procedure of Chapter II requires an array model which is 
capable of accepting either theoretical or experimental input data. The 
model must then process the input data to produce a far-field pattern. 
In this chapter the mathematical model is described and then is used 
to study the problems discussed in Chapter II. 
A. Description of Mathematical Array Model  
The block diagram of Figure 23 shows a mathematical array model 
with three inputs and one output. Two of the inputs - the element 
locations and element excitations - are determined from specifications 
imposed on such parameters as the steering angle, beamwidth, sidelobe 
level, and grating lobe level. In order to study changes in the latter 
parameters, both the element locations and element excitations must be 
varied. To vary the element location entails only changing the element 
spacing in either the azimuth or elevation direction (or both). Varying 
the element excitation requires changing the excitation taper (linear, 
cos, cost, etc.). Both of these inputs are simple to change. The third 
input is the far-field pattern of a single element embedded in the array 
environment. This input is not as simple to change and, therefore, will 
be investigated in more detail in the next section. 
1. Element Pattern Model  
As discussed in Chapter II, the radiation pattern of an element in a 
large cylindrical array is very different from that of an isolated element 
on a conducting cylinder. The pattern varies as a function of the spacing 
between elements, radius of the cylinder, and operating wavelength. To 
develop an accurate model of the complete array it is necessary to be 
able to determine accurately the radiation pattern of an individual element. 
Two techniques are available in the literature to model element 
patterns in cylindrical arrays. One model uses an eigenpattern expansion 
technique developed by Borgiotti [4]. Another model uses a phase sequence 
excitation technique developed by Sureau [5]. Both models predict the 
same element patterns. The Sureau model provides more physical insight into 
the various phenomena causing the variation in the element patterns. 




ELEMENT EXCITATION MATHEMATICAL ELEMENT LOCATION 
(INPUT) ARRAY MODEL (INPUT) 
FAR-FIELD PATTERN 
(OUTPUT) 
Figure 23. Block Diagram of Mathematical Array Model. 
of interest in this study and was easier to implement on the computer. 
Therefore, the Borgiotti model was chosen for the study. A brief dis-
cussion of the Borgiotti model will now be presented. The reader 
interested in a detailed description of this model is referred to 
Reference [4]. 
A ring of equally spaced elements around a cylinder forms a periodic 
structure in the cp direction with period 27r (see Figure 24). Because of 
the periodicity, the mutual admittance between any two elements on this 
ring depends only on the angular distance between elements and not their 
locations. Therefore, the admittance matrix for these elements is 
symmetric and circulant, i.e., every column of the matrix is obtained from 
the previous one through a cyclic permutation. These special properties 
of the admittance matrix make it easy to determine the corresponding 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 
The eigenvectors of the admittance matrix are used as a set of 
basic excitation vectors from which any arbitrary array excitation can 
be expanded. The eigenvalue corresponding to each eigen excitation is 
then the active admittance of each element of the array for that eigen 
excitation. The far-field radiation pattern corresponding to each eigen 
excitation is called an eigen pattern. The far-field pattern for any 
excitation of the array elements can be determined by first expanding that 
excitation into the eigenvector space to determine the coefficients of 
the eigen excitation expansion and then superimposing the eigen patterns, 
weighing each one by the coefficient of the eigen excitation expansion. 
To determine the element pattern of one element in the array environment, 
the eigen excitation expansion is done for the case where the element 
excitation is zero for all elements of the array except for one element 
which has an excitation of one. The superposition for eigen patterns is 
carried out as before to determine the total element pattern. 
2. Model of Complete Cylindrical Array  
Figure 25 is a drawing of a cylindrical array structure. Note that 






Figure 24. Ring of Equally Spaced Elements. 
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Array Element 
Figure 25. Diagram of Cylindrical Array Structure. 
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and far-field element pattern. Figure 26 shows a single element located 
at the origin of a coordinate system. To determine the far-field pattern, 
the angle (I) is determined and the value of the element pattern read directly 
from the pattern. However, for the structure of Figure 27, the problem is 
not as straightforward. 
Figure 27 shows an element located on the surface of a cylinder. In 
order to determine the far field at point P due to the element, the angle 
(I) must be determined (note that 	g5'). Should another element be added 
to the cylinder, the field at point P would be the sum of the individual 
fields generated by the two elements. The angle from the second element 
to point P is defined as cr. Since 4) # (p 1 # g it becomes apparent that 
the superposition of each element field defined in its own coordinate 
system is non-trivial. As the number of elements increase, so will the 
complexity of the problem. Therefore, in order to reduce this complexity, 
each element will be referred to a reference coordinate system located 
at the center of the cylinder. 
Figure 28 shows the nth element and the reference coordinate system. 
The field at point P due to N elements can be expressed as 
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Figure 26. Diagram of the Far-Field Pattern of an Array Element 







Figure 27. Diagram of the Far-Field Pattern of an Array Element With the 








Figure 28. Coordinate System for Nth Array Element. 
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Note that the field expression E(0;1 ,4);1) is not defined in terms of the 
reference coordinate system. A coordinate tranformation must be made 
since E must be defined in terms of the reference coordinate system in 
order to apply superposition directly to each element. 
Reference to Figure 28 shows that the origin of the coordinate system 
for nth element is not located at the same point as the origin of the 
reference coordinate system. Also it can be seen that the axes of the 
two coordinate systems are not oriented in the same direction. In order 
to reference the two coordinate systems, a translation and rotation of 
axes must be performed. The translation term can be accounted for by 





k = propagation constant in free space 
R
n 
= radius vector from the origin of the unprimed coordinate 
system to the primed coordinate system 
R = unit vector in the direction of 11 which is from the origin 
of the unprimed coordinate system to the field point P. 
This term accounts for the difference in phase between a signal propa-
gating from the origin of the nth element coordinate system (primed) and 
the origin of the reference coordinate system (unprimed). Note that 
Rn .R is the projection of 11n in the direction of R. This allows the 
origin of the nth element coordinate system to be translated back to 
the reference coordinate system without changing the phase in the far-
field. 
At this point the origins of the primed and unprimed coordinate 
systems are located at the same point. However, their orientations are 
not the same. To align the coordinate systems, a rotation of axis must 
be performed. 
The rotation of the n th coordinate system is accomplished by converting 
the fields in the primed coordinate system to fields in the unprimed 
coordinate system. Since the far-field of the element is a function of 
8' and op' only, it can be transformed to the unprimed coordinate system 









matrix transform of primed spherical to primed rectangular 
coordinates 
matrix transform of primed rectangular to unprimed rectangular 
coordinates 
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Replacing E(8 1'1 4.11 ) in Equation 1 with Equations 2 and 3 yields the 
cylindrical array model equation [6]. 
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Implementing this equation on the digital computer yields an accurate 
model for the cylindrical phased array as will be shown in the next section. 
3. Verification of Array Model  
The verification of the array model was performed by comparing the 
results generated by the array model with results found in the literature 
as well as results generated by other methods. Figure 29 shows the pattern 
of a 7-element linear array of half wave horizontal dipoles. The array was 
designed for a main beam steering angle of 74° referenced to a line tangent 
to the array. Using the equation for a half wave dipole and the array 
factor generated from the array geometry will yield the polar plot shown 
in Figure 29a. Using the cylindrical array model and the geometry shown 
in Figure 29c yields the plot of Figure 29b. The plots are identical, with 
the only difference noted in the definition of the angle 0 (referenced for 
cylindrical model is shown in Figure 29c). 
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c) Array geometry 
Figure 29. Polar Plot of a 7 Element Horizontal Dipole Linear Array Steered to 75 Degrees. 
(Note that for coordinate system of b) and c) steering angle is 15°) 
Next, a circular array was investigated and the data are shown in 
Figure 30. The array was made up of 32 uniformly spaced, vertical dipole 
elements. The excitations were designed to steer the main beam to an angle 
of 15 ° off boresight. Data generated by Hsiao [6] are shown in Figure 30a, 
and the result of the mathematical array model is shown in Figure 30b. 
There appears to be no appreciable difference between the outputs. 
A two-dimensional array was also investigated and the results are 
shown in Figure 31. The array is a 7 x 13 cylindrical array of vertical 
dipoles. Again comparing the results generated by the mathematical array 
model and that generated by Hsiao shows no appreciable difference. 
An experimental check of the model is shown in Figure 32. The plot 
compares theoretical data generated by the mathematical array model (solid 
line) with experimental data (dots) generated by Cofer and Goodman [1]. 
The theoretical input excitation data used in the array model were 
generated by measuring the actual input excitations used by Cofer and 
Goodman for a feed offset of 0.34 inch and a frequency of 9.3 GHz. The 
theoretical input element pattern data were taken from Figure 60 of Cofer 
and Goodman. The vertical element spacing in the mathematical model was 
set for a vertical steering angle of 8 = 60 ° . This was necessary since 
the array used by Cofer and Goodman utilized continuous slots whereas the 
cylindrical array model utilizes discrete slots. Since experimental data 
were not available for feed offset of 0.34 inch, the experimental data of 
Figure 32 were generated by interpolating between the data presented in 
Figures 57 and 58 of Cofer and Goodman. These interpolated data show a 
close correlation to the theoretical data and again indicate the usefulness 
of the mathematical array model as an accurate means of analyzing cylindrical 
array structures. 
B. Computer Model Results  
The special problems associated with cylindrical array antennas were 
discussed in Chapter II. The mathematical model used to study these prob-
lems was described in the preceeding section. In this section the results 
of the computer study will be presented which show how beamwidths and grating 
lobe levels are affected by varying the illumination sector, element spacing 
and radius of the cylindrical array. In all cases shown below a cosine 
excitation taper in azimuth was used. 
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Figure 30. Far-Field Pattern for a 32 Element Uniformly Spaced Circular Array. 
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Figure 31. Far-Field Pattern For a 7 x 13 Uniformly Spaced Cylindrical Array. 
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Figure 32. E-Plane (Azimuth) Radiation Pattern of a 47 Element Cylindrical Array of Slotted 
Waveguides Operating at a Frequency of 9.4 GHz. Conical cut, 0 = 60 ° . Feed 







1. Grating Lobes and Beamwidth vs. Illumination Sector  
It was shown in Chapter II that there is a relationship between the 
level of the grating lobes and the sector of the cylinder that is illumi-
nated. Also, it should be apparent that the 3-dB beamwidth of the main 
beam will be affected by a change in the illumination sector since the 
size of the projected aperture will also be changed. Figures 33 - 35 
show predicted far-field patterns for a cylindrical array with all para-
meters held constant except,°ill' the illumination sector. In all three 
figures, the operating wavelength, X, is 0.72", the radius, R, is 12" 
(16.98 A), and the element spacing, S, is 0.42" (0.58 A). In Figure 33, 
dill 
= 120 ° , the beamwidth is 2.4 ° , and there is a -17 dB grating lobe 
at about 93°. Theill for Figure 34 was reduced to 105 °,which caused the 
beamwidth to increase to 2.6 ° ; however, the grating lobe level was reduced 
to -19 dB. In Figure 35,0
ill 
= 75 °,reducing the grating lobe to -28 dB, 
and increasing the beamwidth to 3.4° 
Many curves like Figures 33 - 35 were produced for different values of 
Dill 
and different radii. Figure 36 is a summary of these results. This 
figure is very useful in designing cylindrical arrays since the radius 
and illumination sector required to yield a desired beamwidth can be 
directly determined. For example, a 3 ° beamwidth could be achieved with 
R = 10 ° and Dill = 120 ° ; R = 12" and Dill 
= 88 ° ; or R = 14" and dill=  75°. 
Although any one of these three designs would yield the same beamwidth, 
there would be a considerable difference in the grating lobe levels since 
it was shown that the grating lobes increase with increased dill"  It is 
desirable to produce a narrow beamwidth with the smallest possible radius 
in order to achieve a compact antenna design. Therefore, it is necessary 
to find a way of controlling grating lobe levels without reducing the 
illumination sector. This problem will be studied in the next section. 
2. Grating Lobe Levels vs. Element Spacing  
In this section three different predicted element patterns and far-
field patterns will be presented with all parameters held constant except 
S, the spacing (arc length) between elements around the cylinder. In all 
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Figure 33. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with ? ■ = 0.72", R = 12", 
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Figure 34. Par-Field Pattern for a Cylindrical Array Antenna with A = 0.72", R = 12", 
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Figure 36. Beamwidth Vs. Illumination Sector (dill) for X = 0.72" and S = 0.42". 
Figure 37 shows the predicted element pattern for an element spacing 
of 0.48" (0.67 X). This element pattern has "nulls" at +28 ° and deep 
ripples in the main beam area. Figure 38 shows the far-field pattern 
for this element spacing with (D ill 
= 120°. The grating lobe level is 
at -12 dB. Therefore, this element spacing would not be suitable for 
use in a cylindrical array with 4, 	= 120° 
ill 
When the spacing between elements is reduced to 0.42" (0.58 X) the 
element pattern is improved as can be seen in Figure 39. Here the nulls 
have moved out to about +40 ° , and the ripples in the main beam area are 
smaller than they were in Figure 37. The far-field lobe has been reduced 
to -17 dB (see Figure 40). 
If the element spacing is reduced to 0.36" (0.5 X), the element pattern 
(Figure 41) begins to look very much like the isolated element pattern of 
Figure 35. There are no nulls and the ripples are reduced to an insignifi-
cant level. Figure 42 shows the far-field pattern for the S = 0.36" case. 
Now the grating lobe is down to -25 dB, which is an acceptable level since 
it is below the -23 dB first side lobe. 
The computer model was used to predict far-field patterns for many 
combinations of illumination sector and element spacing. Figure 43 is 
a composite result of this study. This curve can be used to determine what 
illumination sector and element spacing are required to keep the grating 
lobes below any desired level. 
3. Grating Lobe and Beamwidth vs. Radius  
It was expected that the radius of the cylinder would affect both beam-
width and grating lobe levels. Therefore, the model was used to predict 
far-field patterns with all parameters fixed except radius. In all cases, 
X=0.72", S=0.42' and (I)
ill 
= 90 ° . 
Figure 44 shows the far-field pattern where R = 10" (13.89 A). 
The beamwidth is 3.6 ° and the grating lobe level is -27 dB. In Figure 45 
R = 12" (16.98 A), the beamwidth is reduced to 3.0 ° , and the grating lobe 
level is -23.4 dB. When the radius is increased to 14" (19.44 A), Figure 
46 shows that the beamwidth is 2.6° and the grating lobe level is -23.4 dB. 
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Figute 38.: Far-Field Pattern for a Cylindrical Array Antenna with X = 0.72", R = 12", S = 0.0" 










Figure 39. Element Pattern for Element in Cylindrical Array Environment with S = 0.42" (.58X). 
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Figure 40. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with X = 0.72", R = 12", S = 0.42" 
and cp ill = 120°. 
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rigure 41. Element Pattern for Element in Cylindrical Array Environment with S = 0.36" (0.5X). 
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Figure 42. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with X = 0.72", R = 12", S = 0.36" 
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Figure 43. Grating Lobe Level Vs. Illumination Sector 
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Figure 44. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with X = 0.72", R = 10", S = 0.42" 
and `bill = 90°. 















Figure 45. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with X = 0.72", R = 12", S = .42" 
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Figure 46. Far-Field Pattern for Cylindrical Array Antenna with 1 = 0.72", R = 14", S = 0.42" 
and cP ill = 90°. 


































































4. Defocus of Main Beam vs. Steering Angle  
As discussed in Section II, the array is designed to focus the main 
beam at one fixed elevation angle 0 0 . If the beam is frequency scanned to 
another elevation, 0 1 , a phase error is introduced which results in a 
defocusing of the main beam. Figures 48 through 53 show the defocusing 
of the main beam as a function of the elevation angle. 
Figures 48 - 50 investigate the defocusing of the main beam as a 
function of the radius of the array. The array is designed to focus 
the main beam at a fixed elevation of 0
0 
 = 3° at 16.383 GHz. By increasing 
the frequency to 17.45 GHz and 18.42 GHz, the beams are steered to 9 ° and 
15 ° , respectively. The result of the steering is that the main beam begins 
to spread, filling in the nearest nulls. This continues until the nulls, 
sidelobes, and main beam become one continuous beam as indicated for 
0 1 = 15 ° . As noted previously, the beamwidth is inversely proportional 
to the radius of the cylinder. Also, the defocusing effect also increases 
as the radius is increased. This is seen by comparing the three figures 
for 0 1 = 9 ° and e 1 = 15 ° . 
The design case as noted previously is an array with a radius R = 12". 
Figures 49, 51, and 52 show the defocusing of the main beam as a function 
of illumination angle 
(I)ill 
for R = 12". As the illumination increases from 
from 60 ° to 120 ° , the defocusing of the main beam also increases. This 
indicates that the defocusing of the main beam is directly proportional 
to the illumination sector. 
Another possibility for reducing the defocusing effect is to design 
the system to operate at a frequency which is between the two steering 
angle frequencies. Since the two steering angles for this array are 
3 ° and 6 ° respectively, the arithmetic mean is 0
0 
 = 4.5°. Therefore, the 
system could be designed to operate at a frequency which would focus the 
main beam to an elevation of 4.5 ° . A plot of this information is shown 
in Figure 53. A comparison of these data shows a decrease in the defocusing 
of the main beam when the center frequency of operation is chosen as 
the arithmetic mean frequency. Further information on defocusing is 
given in the Appendix. 
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Figure 49. Defocusing of the Main Beam Vs. Steering Angle for R = 12" and (D ill = 90°. 
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Figure 50. Defocusing of Main Beam Vs. Steering Angle for R = 14” and (D ill = 90 ° . 
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Figure 51. Defocusing of the Main Beam Vs. Steering Angle for R = 12" and (D ill = 60 ° . 
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Figure 52. Defocusing of the Main Beam Vs. Steering Angle for R = 12" and (D m = 120 ° . 
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Figure 53. Defocusing of the Main Beam Vs. Steering Angle for R=12" and (Dill =90 ° . 
ATnro rlInt A =A 5 ° . 
At this point, the array model has been used to investigate all 
of the problems mentioned in Chapter II-F. The results of the inves-
tigation are the design curves shown in Figures 36, 43, and 47. These 
curves in conjunction with the defocusing information presented in this 
section provide the necessary information to design cylindrical array 
antennas with the proper illumination sector, element spacing, and radius 




IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 
Several portions of the cylindrical array were designed, built and 
tested during this program. This was done (1) to verify that certain 
critical components could be built to have satisfactory performance,and 
(2) to obtain components for building a partial array mock-up which was 
to be tested during this program. Only breadboards of these components 
were built and not the final units themselves. The items built were 
coax-to-waveguide adapters, parallel plate-to-waveguide transitions, and 
waveguide slotted arrays. The experiments performed and results obtained 
in the following sections were generated using Ku-band waveguide loaded 
with the dielectrics shown in Table IV. The dielectric was added to 
the Ku-band waveguide in order to reduce its cutoff frequency and thus 
permit operation of the waveguide over the 8 to 12 GHz band (X-band). 
This frequency range was chosen by EES personnel for two reasons: (1) 
adequate test equipment was available in this band and (2) a parallel 
plate feed horn structure which operates in this band was already avail-
able from a previous study and could be used to feed the slotted array. 
The X-band data that was generated during this program can be scaled to 
Ku-band frequencies for the final design. 
A. Coax-to-Waveguide Adapter  
Coax-to-waveguide adapters had to be developed during this program for 
two reasons. First, one possible termination for each waveguide array element 
is a 50 Q coaxial load. A coax-to-dielectrically-loaded waveguide adapter 
is needed in order to couple energy from the dielectrically-loaded waveguide 
into this load. The second reason involves the measurement of both the 
tapered dielectric transitions and the dielectrically-loaded waveguide 
array test sections. In order to test and thereby generate design data, 
a method is needed to couple energy into each dielectric transition and into 
each traveling-wave array test section. Again, a coax-to-dielectrically 
loaded waveguide adapter is required. 
A typical adapter test section is shown in Figure 54. The test 
sections were made by dielectrically loading Ku-band waveguide (0.702 x 
0.391 inch 0.D.) with the dielectrics shown in Table IV. The adapter 
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TABLE IV 
Dielectrics Used In Loaded Waveguide Measurements 
Dielectric 	 Dielectric 	 Dielectric 














Stycase 35 PE 
Cross-linked 
Polystyrene-ethylene 	 2.5 
Slygard 184* 
Silicone elastomer 	 2.75 
0.001 
0.001 
*Tests were not performed with this material. It is suggested for 
possible use in the final array. 
**Lexan and Rexolite are registered trade marks. 
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0.391 
SMA Connector 
Figure 54. 	Adapter from SMA Coax-to-Dielectrically Loaded, WR-62 
Waveguide. 
included a modified OSM 204cc bulkhead connector along with a waveguide 
mounting flange. Both ends of the waveguide were left open. The flanged 
end is attached to a load (or another transition test section) and the non-
flanged end is shorted. The objective of the design is to determine the 
dimensions SL and PL so that a good match is obtained. The probe-to-back 
wall spacing (SL) was varied by machining away the unflanged end of the 
adapter. A short was introduced by placing electrically conducting tape 
over the back wall. The probe depth (PL) was varied by drilling a deeper 
hole in the dielectric and using a longer pin on the OSM connector. 
The adapters were tested by measuring the return loss with an H-P 
Network Analyzer looking into the coaxial input. As the frequency is 
swept across the band, the return loss is plotted on an X-Y recorder. 
Various loads were used on the flanged end of the adapter. 
In the first series of tests, two identical adapters were made. The 
two adapters were clamped together (flanged ends) and a 50 Q coaxial load 
was placed on the coaxial input of one of the adapters. The other coaxial 
input was connected to the H-P Network Analyzer where return loss measure-
ments were made as a function of frequency (8 to 12 GHz). A number of tests 
were run as adjustments to SL and PL in Figure 54 were made in an effort to 
tune out any mismatches created by the probes. This method however, was not 
successful since a cavity-like resonance condition was observed when the two 
adapters were clamped together. The output generated was cylic in nature 
(as a function of frequency) and of such magnitude that it made probe tuning 
almost impossible. A typical return loss versus frequency plot for this 
geometry is shown in Figure 55. This figure is for non-optimized SL and 
PL dimensions. For comparison, the return loss plot for 50 0 load is shown 
in Figure 56 along with two dielectrically loaded, back-to-back adapters with 
optimized dimensions. Note that some of the residual VSWR in these measure-
ments is the result of mismatch in the cables and connectors used to connect 
the analyzer to the device under test. 
To eliminate the cavity resonance problem, one of the adapters was 
removed and replaced with a waveguide load. The loads had to be designed 
and built in-house since no dielectrically-filled waveguide loads were 
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Figure 55. Return Loss of a Lexan Filled Adapter with SL = 0.23" and PL = 0.205" 
Dielectric: 
Back Wall Spacing: 
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Figure 56. 	A Measured Return Loss of Two Dielectrically Loaded Adapters Connected Together 
With an OSM Load on One and the OSM Load by Itself. 
Two of these are shown in Figure 57. These loads were fabricated by 
machining both a carbon loaded material and a dielectric and fitting 
the two together. Load A in Figure 57 was made using Lexan and Rexolite 
as the dielectric while Load B was made using only Lexan. The third 
load was built by pouring stycast into a standard commercially available 
Ku-band load. 
A second series of tests was performed on the adapters using the 
above waveguide loads. The data from this series of testsweremuch easier 
to interpret. Typical results are shown in Figure 58. A Smith chart plot 
as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 59. Figure 60 is the response 
of a commercially available X-band adapter connected to a commercially 
available load. The commercial unit has a best-case return loss of 20 dB 
(1.22 VSWR). The best case for the Lexan adapter was 18 dB (1.3 VSWR). 
The Lexan and Rexolite adapters were slightly worse than the standard X-
band unit; however, these results are considered very good since the 
commercial adapter was not dielectrically loaded while the EES units were. 
The performance of the Stycast adapters was much worse than that of 
either the Lexan or Rexolite adapters. The differences here were due to 
a number of factors. First, the filling of a commercially available Ku- 
band coax-to-waveguide adapter with a dielectric changed its impedance from 
its originally designed value. Secondly, it was very difficult to completely 
clear the Stycast of air bubbles. And finally, the Stycast had a tendency 
to shrink away from the waveguide walls. These effects produced multiple 
reflections causing the degradation seen in the performance of the Stycast 
adapters. 
The data for each dielectric were analyzed and three graphs were 
generated to show the effects of probe length and back wall placement on 
the adapter performance. Figures 61 - 63 present this information for 
Stycast, Rexolite, and Lexan respectively. These data were generated by 
averaging the data collected from two different transitions,both made of 
the same dielectric. 
From the Lexan and Rexolite data it was determined that the optimum 
back wall distance from the center of the probe was 0.96(,g) where A 
g 
is the guide wavelength in the dielectric. The optimum pro
4 
be length 
from the inside guide wall was 0.61b for Lexan and 0.68b for Rexolite, 
where b is inside height of the waveguide. It has thus been shown that 
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Back Wall Spacing: 	0.219" 
Probe Length: 	0.231" 
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Figure 58. Return Loss of Lexan Adapter with Lexan Waveguide Load. 
FREQUENCY 8-12 GHz 
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Figure 59 11 Smith Chart Plot of Impedance of Lexan Coax-to-Waveguide 
Adapter as a Function of Frequency for SL = 0.219 Inches 

























































Back Wall Spacing (Inches) 
Figure 61. Return Loss of Adapter as a Function of Back Wall Spacing (SL) and 
























Back Wall Spacing (Inches) 
Figure 62. Return Loss of Adapter as a Function of Back Wall Spacing (SL) and Probe 
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Figure 63. Return Loss of Adapter As a Function of Back Wall Spacing (SL) and Probe 
Length (PL) for Lexan Loading. 
it is possible to make coax-to-dielectric loaded waveguide adapters having 
good performance. Still better performance might be obtained by varying 
the probe diameter. Further investigation in this area should be per-
formed. 
It was observed from these and other measurements that the best data 
were obtained from machined dielectrics inserted in the waveguide. For 
short sections of waveguide, the machining of the dielectric works quite 
well. However, it is difficult to insert long pieces of dielectric into 
waveguides without appreciable air gaps at the walls being present. Some 
of the pourable dielectrics EES used had problems with shrinking and air 
bubbles. From a fabrication standpoint, however, the pourable material is 
much easier to work with. For this reason, a pourable material called 
Silicone Elastomer SLYGARD 184 will be considered for the final configura-
tion. Air bubbles were not present in test samples made by EES, using 
this material. Its characteristics are shown in Table IV. 
B. Parallel Plate-to-Waveguide Transition  
One of the key design items for the antenna is the selection of a 
method of coupling energy from the parallel plate region of the sectoral 
horn into each of the waveguides in the circular array. This involves the 
transition of energy from the TEM mode in the parallel plate region to the 
TEA mode in the waveguide. As mentioned previously, there are a number of 
ways to achieve this. 
Probe transitions are one possibility. The energy could be coupled 
out of the parallel plate region via coaxial probes and then through cables 
to another set of coaxial probes, one of which is located in each waveguide. 
This arrangement requires a large number of parts which makes the array 
more complex and expensive and less reliable. Previous experience has shown 
this method to be less than satisfactory for this application. 
Another possibility, and the one recommended here, is the use of a 
dielectric transition. The dielectric transition is produced by extending 
the dielectric that fills the waveguides into the parallel plate region of 
the sectoral horn. Through proper design, energy can be efficiently coupled 
from the horn into the dielectric and then directly into the waveguide. 
Several transition test sections were built to determine optimum dimensions 
for such a device. 
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Figures 64 - 66 show the different types of transitions which were 
investigated. The long taper transitions of Figure 64 and 65 were made 
using Lexan. The rectangular transitions shown in Figure 66 were made 
using both Lexan and Rexolite. The transition shown in Figure 66 was not 
measured versus length due to a lack of time. 
The coax-to-dielectrically loaded waveguide adapters discussed in the 
preceeding section were used to couple energy into the transitions. The 
dielectric transitions were mounted between the parallel plates as shown 
in Figure 67. Absorber was placed between the parallel plates at the end 
opposite the transition test sections to reduce reflections. The two side 
elements shown in Figure 67 were not present for the tests on individual 
transitions. 
The long tapered transitions were measured first. Each transition 
was tested, shortened, and retested to determine the effect of length on the 
return loss. Figure 68 is a plot of a typical data run. Changing the 
length of the sharp pointed tapered sections was difficult since shortening 
also meant retapering if a sharp point was to be maintained. Because of 
this difficulty only six measurements were made using the long tapered 
sections. These results are shown in Figure 69. 
The blunt-tip tapered sections (Figure 65) were much easier to modify 
in length. These were modified by milling the end of the dielectric. 
Since the end was already flat, the slope of the taper was not changed. 
A plot of return loss versus length (BL) is shown in Figure 69. From these 
data it is evident that the longer taper has better characteristics. However, 
optimum lengths exist which produce good return loss even for short taper 
length. 
Tests were next run to determine the magnitude of mutual coupling 
effects produced by adjacent transition sections. First, a single sharp 
transition was placed between the parallel plates and its return loss 
measured. The results of this measurement is shown in Figure 70. Next, 
three sharp transition sections were placed side by side as shown in 
Figure 67 and the return loss of the center one measured. The two outside 
transitions were not terminated due to physical clearance problems. The 
results of this measurement is shown in Figure 71. Comparing Figures 70 
and 71 indicates that very little change occurs when multiple sections 
are added. As an additional check, a short was placed across the output 
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Note: All dimensions in inches 
Figure 64. Pyramidally Shaped, Dielectric Transition From Dielectrically-Loade&WR-62 Waveguide 
to Air-Filled Parallel Plates. 
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Note: All dimensions in inches 
Figure 65. Blunt Tip, Pyramidally shaped, Dielectric Transition From Dielectrically Loaded WR-62 














Figure 66. Blunt End Transition from Dielectrically Loaded WR-62 Waveguide 
to Air-Filled Parallel Plates. 
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Figure 67. Configuration for Mutual Coupling Tests of Transitions 








































Figure 68. Return Loss From Coax-to-Waveguide Adapter and Pyramidally Shaped, Dielectric 
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Figure 69. Return Loss Vs. Taper Length TL for Sharp Tip and BL for Blunt Tip Pyramidally 
Shaped Transitions. 
8.0 9.6 8.8 10.4 11.2 12.0 
Figure 70. Return Loss From Coax-to-Waveguide Adapter and Pyramidally Shaped, Dielectric 
Transition in Parallel Plates with TL = 4.13 Inches. The Dielectric is Lexan 
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Figure 71. Return Loss From Coax-to-Waveguide Adapter and Pyramidially Shaped, Dielectric 
Transition in Parallel Plates with TL=4.13 Inches. The Dielectric is Lexan 
and There is One Transition on Either Side of the Active One. 
of the two outside test sections. An oscilloscope display of the return 
loss and phase again indicated very little change. Similar tests using 
the blunt-tip tapered sections indicated the same trend. It was noted, 
however, that the shorter the test section, the greater the coupling 
between the adjacent sections. 
The non-tapered blunt test sections shown in Figure 66 were also 
investigated for mutual coupling effects. Five test sections were made 
using both Lexan and Rexolite. Each test section was designed with no 
taper, a blunt end and a dielectric extension of 0.5 inches (out of the 
waveguide). Tests were made using one section, three sections, and 
five sections (see Figure 72). The outrigger transisitons were all 
terminated in 50 ohm coaxial loads. Again the results indicated very 
little change as the number of sections increased. 
A study of the preceeding data reveals a number of important points. 
First, the dielectric transitions will efficiently couple energy into 
the waveguides. Secondly, the optimum type of transition is the long 
tapered transition. A study of Figure 69 indicated a length of 0.65 
inches gives a best return loss of 20 dB (1.22 VSWR). Optimum lengths 
also exist for short length transitions. Although not as broadbanded as 
the longer ones, they can provide satisfactory bandwidth for the cylindrical 
array. 
C. Waveguide Slotted Arrays  
Energy is coupled out of the waveguides through a series of slots 
cut in their walls. There are a number of slot types that can be used for 
this purpose. A decision was made early in the program (see Section I) 
to use broadwall slots. The most convenient form of broadwall slots is 
longitudinal shunt slots. The long dimension of these slots is parallel 
to the waveguide axis and the amount of power coupled out of the slot is 
determined by the distance the slot is displaced from the center line 
of the guide (dimension X in Figure 73). The position of the slots is 
chosen so that the power coupled out by the slots will match the desired 
amplitude distribution for the array. This in turn determines the 
elevation plane sidelobe level. 
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Figure 72. Configuration for Mutual Couplings Tests of Blunt Transitions 
Looking into Parallel Plates. 
SMA Connector 
X 
L 	 = 
cr=., C  
SMA Connector 
Figure 73. Illustration of an Individual Slotted Waveguide Array Used in the Partial Array. 
The problem of designing the slotted arrays for this program was 
complicated by the fact that dielectric loading is used in the waveguide. 
The dielectric affects the admittance of the slot and its resonant 
frequency and no data could be found in the literature to accurately 
predict these effects. Consequently, several prototype slotted arrays 
were built to obtain information on these effects. Using these data 
the final array dimensions were selected for the partial array mock-up. 
A traveling-wave array was selected since the radar frequency will 
be varied to produce elevation-plane scanning of the antenna beam. The 
basic slotted waveguide array used is shown in Figure 73. The slots were 
spaced slightly more than a half-wavelength apart, and the slots were 
alternated about the center-line of the array to keep them in phase 
electrically. All the slots could be kept on the same side of the 
center line if the slot spacing were increased to one wavelength. This, 
however, was discarded since it would produce excessively high grating lobes 
in the elevation plane of the final antenna. 
D. Partial Array  
A partial array was built to verify that the problem encountered under 
the previous contract could indeed be eliminated with the chosen design 
approaches and to validate and calibrate the theoretical array model. 
Even though the final array design is proposed for Ku-band, the partial 
array was built at X-band since much of the equipment was already avail-
able at this frequency and since the tolerances in building the various 
components would be less severe at X-band. A photograph of the partial 
array is shown in Figure 74. The basic support structure and parallel 
plate feed structure were those used under the previous contract. The 
parallel plate structure was modified so that the feedhorn illuminated 
the 47 coaxial probes directly instead of being reflected off a parabolic 
barrier and then onto the coaxial probes as had been done before. The 
position of the feedhorn was adjusted so that the phase was constant 
(maximum probe-to-probe phase deviation was +10 ° ) at the coaxial pick-off 
probes. Semi•rigid coaxial cables (phase shifters) connect the output of 
the coaxial probes to the slotted waveguide sections. The lengths of 
the coaxial cables were selected so as to produce a collimated beam at a 
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Figure 74. Photograph of Partial Array Mock-Up on Georgia Tech 
Antenna Range. 
0 ° elevation angle at 8.75 GHz. The radiating waveguides covered a 114 ° 
 arc of the cylinder, and the radius to the outer surface of the waveguides 
was 20.00 inches. Sheet metal made up the portion of the cylinder that 
was not covered by waveguides. The slot spacing was selected so as to 
produce a main beam peak at 3 ° elevation angle for 8.75 GHz with Rexolite 
filling the waveguides. 
The waveguides were only made long enough (4.25") to prevent ground 
reflections which would occur if the array were too short (wide elevation 
beam). The long waveguide slotted arrays needed in the final antenna 
can be designed and built in a straightforward fashion. It is believed 
that the elevation pattern can be obtained from conventional slotted 
array design techniques. The main reason for building the partial array 
mock-up was to determine if the azimuth plane pattern could be controlled 
as had been predicted in the preceeding theoretical sections. 
The array was tested on the EES 1,000-foot, outdoor antenna range. 
Measured azimuth plane patterns are shown in Figure 75 - 78. The computer 
simulation for this case is shown in Figure 79. The computer grating lobes 
for this geometry (R = 20", S = 0.715", X = 1.35", and (i11 = 94.3 ° ) should 
occur between 55 ° to 75 ° and be 23 dB below the main lobe. The measured 
grating lobe levels are -20 dB to -23 dB and are in the proper angular 
location. This agreement indicates that the mathematical model is accurate. 
The 14 - 16 dB first sidelobe levels are consistent with the aperture taper 
used. This taper was 7 dB at the edge of the illuminated sector and was 
determined by the parallel plate feed system that was used from the previous 
contract. The grating lobe levels will be reduced in the final array by 
decreasing the element spacing which can be done by making non-standard 
waveguides for the array. The first sidelobe levels will be reduced by 
increasing the azimuth taper through proper selection of the primary feed 
horn. 
The measured azimuth and elevation beamwidths were 2.7 ° and 20 ° , 
respectively. The measured gain varied between 20.0 and 21.5 dBi with 
changing frequency. The large variation in gain appears to be the result 
of the VSWR varying between 1.2:1 to over 3:1. The VSWR performance of 
the antenna should be improved by using the dielectric transitions 
instead of the coaxial probes and cables. 
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Figure 75. Azimuth Plane Pattern of Partial Array Mock-Up at 8.75 GHz. 
.. 
Figure 76. Azimuth Plane Pattern of Partial Array Mock-Up at 9.00 GHz. 
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Figure 78. Expanded Azimuth Plane Pattern of Partial Array Mock-Up at 8.75 GHz. 
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Figure 79. Computer Simulation of Prototype Array (R = 20", S = . 715" , A = 1.35", Om = 94.3 ° ) , 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A design study has been performed for a lightweight, cylindrical 
array antenna for a hostile-mortar-locating radar system. The antenna 
beam must be capable of scanning 360 ° in azimuth and from +3° to +6 ° 
 in elevation. The maximum weight of the antenna must be less than 100 
pounds. A proposed design was developed which comprises (a) a cylindrical 
radiating structure composed of broadwall slots in dielectrically-loaded 
rectangular waveguide, (b) dielectric wedge transitions, and (c) a rotating 
geodesic lens feed horn/collimator. 
The theoretical analysis performed during the program was verified by 
experimental data obtained during the program as well as by means of 
experimental and theoretical data obtained from the open literature. 
The work performed under this program has shown the following: 
1. The theoretical model of the cylindrical array developed 
during this program is accurate. 
2. The model permits the selection of array parameters such as 
element spacing, illumination sector, array diameter and 
illumination taper so that the desired array performance 
can be achieved. 
3. The various breadboard components built during the program 
demonstrated that acceptable performance can be obtained, 
especially from the parallel plate-to-waveguide transition. 
Based on this theoretical and experimental work it is recommended 
that: 
1. A complete brassboard of the proposed array (Figures 37, 38, 
and 40) be built. 
2. The frequency of operation be Ku-band. 
The performance expected for the array is given in Table III and the 
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Analysis of Beamsteering Defocusing Error 
The steering error can be derived from the information shown in 
Figure Al. The distances D 1 and D2 can be written in wavelengths as 
D1  = R coz 8 0  To 
and 






are the wavelength and steering angle, respectively. The 
difference between D
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{1 - cos 0 	 (A3) 
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As the frequency is varied during steering, (A3) changes to 









are the new wavelength and steering angle, respectively. 
The new steering error then is defined as 
ERROR = AD 1  - AD
o 
= R {1 - cos 0} {A 0cos e l - cos q, 	(A5) 
A 0 
Error information is shown in Table Al. This table indicates that 
for e
1 




= 90 ° , R = 12"). For the case 
of 8
0 
= 4.5 ° , the defocusing error associated with a steering angle of 
8 1 = 6 ° is 0.093 A 0 . This shows the defocusing error to be less for 
the system designed to operate at the arithmatic mean frequency. This 
is as expected since the frequency shift between the design angle (0
o
) 
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Figure 80. Diagram Showing Elevation Scanning. 
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TABLE Al 
Steering Angle Errors 
el 	Ao 	 X1 ERROR 
12" 45° 30 6° 0.72" 0.698" 0.133A 0 
12" 60° 30 6 ° 0.72" 0.698" 0.227.4 
12" 75 ° 3 °  6° 0.72" 0.698" 0.3364 
12" 45° 4.5 ° 6 ° 0.709" 0.698" 0.0934 
12" 45° 4.5° 3° 0.709" 0.72" -0.0674 
24" 45° 30 6° 0.72" 0.698" 0.2664 
24" 60° 30 6° 0.72" 0.698" 0.4544 
24" 750 30 6° 0.72" 0.698" 0.672A0 
